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Attribute Blocks Desk Set

Description

Attribute Blocks Desk Set 

Attribute Blocks have truly been designed with students in mind: three attractive colors (melon
orange, electric blue, hot pink) engage developing minds, combining striking form with the
functionality that teachers trust.  

This comprehensive classification set is a model of learning efficiency-the tray's lid even acts as a
shape sorter. 

Set of 60 durable plastic pieces includes 5 shapes (triangle, rectangle, square, circle, and hexagon),
each in 3 colors, 2 sizes, and 2 thicknesses; tracing template, storage tray, and Activity Guide.  

Whether they are sorting, tracing shapes onto paper, or creating attribute patterns, students will love
investigating all facets of geometry. Put the world of shapes into their hands. 

Shapes measure 1 3/8'' - 3'' 

Includes:- 

12 Rectangles 

12 Circles 

12 Squares 
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12 Triangles 

12 Hexagons 

Tracing template 

Storage tray 

Activity guide 
{ "@context": "https://schema.org/", "@type": "Product", "name": "Attribute Blocks Desk Set", "image":
"http://www.educational-
equipments.com/images/catalog/product/1314487606AttributeBlocksDeskSet.jpg", "description":
"Attribute Blocks Desk Set Attribute Blocks have truly been designed with students in mind: three
attractive colors (melon orange, electric blue, hot pink) engage developing minds, combining striking
form with the functionality that teachers trust. This comprehensive classification set is a model of
learning efficiency-the tray's lid even acts as a shape sorter. Set of 60 durable plastic pieces includes
5 shapes (triangle, rectangle, square, circle, and hexagon), each in 3 colors, 2 sizes, and 2
thicknesses; tracing template, storage tray, and Activity Guide. Whether they are sorting, tracing
shapes onto paper, or creating attribute patterns, students will love investigating all facets of
geometry. Put the world of shapes into their hands. Shapes measure 1 3/8'' - 3'' Includes:- 12
Rectangles 12 Circles 12 Squares 12 Triangles 12 Hexagons Tracing template Storage tray Activity
guide", "brand": "Educational Lab Equipments", "aggregateRating": { "@type": "AggregateRating",
"ratingValue": "5", "bestRating": "5", "worstRating": "0", "ratingCount": "5" } } 
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